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If You Talk In Your Sleep

Don't Mention My Name

Words by SEYMOUR BROWN
Music by MAL DAVY

I can see that you are married. And you know I'm married,

And nobody knows that you know me and

Oh, You Beautiful Doll
Pullman Porter Man
If You Talk In Your Sleep
Don't Mention My Name
Gee, I Like Music With My Meals
Dixie Moon
Meet Me Tonight Mid the Roses
Under the Love Tree
When I Was Twenty-One
and You Were Sweet Sixteen
When the Dew Is On the Rose
Honeymoon Love
By the Light of the Jungle Moon
Oceana Roll
You'll Do the Same
Thing Over Again
A Hot Time In Monkeytown
Maybe That Is Why I'm Lonely
The Hour That Gave Me You
The Red Rose Rag
That Navajo Rag
The Harbor of Love
When the Moon Swings Low
You've Got to Take Me Home Tonight
My Hula-Hula Love
On Mobile Bay
Just a Chain of Daisies
Down In the Old Meadow Lane

Everybody Two-Step
Enchanted Nights Waltzes
Texas Tommy Swing
Honeysuckle Rag
Hyacinth Rag
The Whirlwind
Del Rose Waltzes
Borneo Rag
Hula-Hula Intermezzo
Royal Flush
The Aviator
Anona
Chatter-Box-Rag
Rip-a-ma-sale-Rag
Polonaise Waltzes
Maxine Waltzes
Chanticleer-Rag
Song of Symphony
Silver Bell
The Georgia Rag
Cupid's Patrol
Woodland Dove
The Sea Shell
Crocus
Daughters of the American Revolution
Dorothy Waltz
Garden of Dreams Waltz
Honey Rag
Indian Summer
Love's Serenade
Mop Rag
Poker Rag
Black and White
Easter Lillies
Azure Skies
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Words by
HARRY WILLIAMS

Music by
EGBERT VAN ALSTYNE

Moderato

To the sea, sweet Marie went a
Mister Wise rubbed his eyes, then he

Vamp (till ready)

fish-ing mer-ri-ly, In a
sweet Pa-ri-sian gown one day. And she
looked up in sur-prise, And he said, "my dear-ie, you're in wrong, I sus-

took for a hook, in her lit-tle pock-et book, All the
pect you're on deck for the boy that writes the check, But I
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rouge that she could store away. In despair she would stare till she couldn't even write a song. On the wee salary they are

met a millionaire, Whose daddy left a large estate; He was handing out to me, We two would have to live as one; But if

fine, just divine. So she threw him out a line, And this is what she used for bait. You think I'll do With my dollar eighty-two, We'll finish what we've just begun!

CHORUS.

I believe that I could like you. If I knew that you liked
me. Could you furnish all the honey. For your

little honey bee? Could you kiss me. Kiss me,

kiss me? If you can't I'll show you how. It's a long time till to

morrow. Do it now. Do it now. I be now._
**Moonlight Bay**

Words by EDWARD HAINES

Music by FERDY WERNER

**CHORUS**

Moonlight Bay

We rental hear the waves on ring-


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```


```
Bay. We, rental hear the waves on ring-


```